
 

 

Job Description 

Job details 
 Job Title: 
 
 

BD Improvement Project 
Manager 

Reports to 
(Job Title): 

Directorate: DRS 

Job profile: Senior Project Manager 

Description of role 
Business development across the BUD Team and Technology Groups has been 

underperforming for more than a year.  An ambitious plan to recover order generation run-

rate to meet utilisation targets and the monthly P&L of the Technology business has been 

developed and approved, in principle, by the DRS.  This plan will go beyond recovery of 

sales to meet monthly profit targets for the later end of 2022, and go on to lay the foundations 

to raise SCP orders from £25m per annum to £35m. This role will provide a single SENIOR 

PROJECT MANAGER to coordinate the many individual BD Improvement Projects that will 

deliver the turnaround in performance and growth to £35m.  

Key accountabilities 
It will include managing the following specific projects to: 

1. Definition of Target Industrial Membership Profile and develop a plan to transition the 

current Membership numbers and revenues to it. 

 

2. Provide BUD team input into the definition of 3 year Technology Business Model 

Transition Plan to 2025 to include clarity on assumptions around; 

 Mix of collabs/Capex/CRP to deliver Capacity Building Programme  

 Plans to divest of loss making services to partners with model for sub-contract fee 

rates from them, TWI margin added and deal on equipment transferred 

 Targets for increased BD time spent in TGs, with transfer of % salary costs 

 

3. Stimulation of more opportunities through: 

 A larger and more effective marketing activity 

 The integration of Ind Membership sales with SCP sales 

 Establishment, messaging and management of 250 key contacts across 50 Key 

accounts, inc Gov and four levels within the buying process 

 Establishment of 5 Virtual Sector Teams in Defence, Nuclear, Wind, Oil & Gas, 

Hydrogen  

 Better access and reaction to a wider range of electronic tender portals and 

Procurement frameworks 

 Better market access in China, USA, Japan, ME & india 

 More effective, faster and agile bidding thro a dedicated Large Opp Bid Team 

 More effective, faster and agile bidding thro integration of the Commercial team 

into BUD 

 More effective management of the BD function thro further CRM enhancements 

 

The senior Project manager will also get involved in marketing activities to make a direct 

impact on the turnaround of sales performance. These will include: 

 Coordinating stands at exhibitions and external events 

 Coordinating the KAM activities; chasing updates, reporting back into the BUD Team 



 

 

 Providing short monthly updates on the progress of BUDs biggest bids to alert BUD 

Team members when to intervene to free up bottlenecks in the sales & contract 

process 

 Researching and collating the best combination of conferences, events and 

networks that each Virtual Sector team should focus on for opportunity stimulation. 

 

To develop the role into one that could also include sales and the landing of major projects, 

mentoring and shadowing from ALL of the BUD team will be programmed, including learning 

from the director, key skills relating to lobbying Gov Ministers and Senior Civil Servants 

Person specification 
Criteria Essential Desirable 

Qualifications  Engineering degree and 
doctorate in a TWI 
relevant subject 

 MBA 

Skills  Understanding of TWIs 
key sectors and 
technologies 
 

 Good collating / IT skills 
 

 Good interpersonal &  
networking skills.  

 

 Ability to deliver multiple 
projects at one time 

 

 Be able to prioritise in a 
fast moving environment 
that requires mental and 
professional agility 

 

 Commercially astute 
with a clear 
understanding of 
accounting principles 
and esp a P&L 

 Strong problem solving 
skills, with an ability to 
be innovative and think 
out of the box to create 
new solutions to 
challenges without high 
levels of direct 
supervision and 
guidance 

 

 Ability to identify 
bottlenecks in TWI 
systems and convene 
skills and authority to 
unblock them 

 

 Boundless energy and 
tenacity 

 

 Good organisational and 
communication skills. 

 

 A professional, calm and 
flexible approach to 
work. 

Specific relevant experience  Previous TWI Project 
manager 

 Having run a start-up or 
spin out 

 

Competencies aligned to 
Organisational values 

 Willing to go the 
extra mile. 

 Conducts 
themselves in line 
with TWI’s values 
of teamwork, 
innovation, taking 
responsibility, 
customer focus, 
adaptability and 
respect. 

 

 



 

 

 

TWI Culture 
 
As one of the world’s leading independent research and technology organisations, we are 
committed to attracting, motivating and retaining the best talent from around the world. Our goal 
is to develop the next generation of experts to address future industry challenges.  
 
We are committed to creating a culture that recognises and respects the differences between 
people while valuing the contribution everyone makes to TWI. 
 
The diversity of our staff and students makes a positive and important contribution to our 
continuing success. 

 
TWI offers a comprehensive training programme, incorporating both in-house and external 
courses to support staff development. 

 

TWI Values: 
 
Our six values provide a point of reference for the way we expect our people to operate 
and behave. 
 

 Inclusion: Valuing the contribution from every individual, creating value for our customers 

 Teamwork: Building effective working relationships, we accomplish more together 

 Adaptability: Engaging positively with change to meet the needs of the business 

 Taking Responsibility: Achieving our objectives and personal development 

 Innovation & Expertise: Championing new ideas and sharing knowledge to solve industry 

problems 

 Customer Focus: Building trusting relationships with our customers 

 
 
 
 
 

 


